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We describe the reduction from four to two dimensions of the SU (2) Donaldson-Witten theory
and the dual twisted Seiberg-Witten theory, i.e. the Abelian topological eld theory corresponding






The recent discovery of duality in N = 2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory [1] has a profound
impact on the study of topological invariants of four-manifolds. The eld theoretic tool, topological
quantum eld theory (for a nice review, see e.g. ref. [2]), was originally based on a non-Abelian gauge
theory and associated ghost systems. This theory, from now on called Donaldson-Witten theory [3, 4],
can be obtained from N = 2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory by an appropriate twisting. If one
instead twists the dual theory, weakly coupled in the infrared, one obtains the same information from
a much simpler Abelian theory. In detail, one studies solutions to what has become known as the
Seiberg-Witten monopole equations [5] (for an introduction, see e.g. ref. [6]). They involve an Abelian
gauge potential A

and a set of commutingWeyl spinorsM andM . The explicit form of the associated
topological Abelian eld theory has been found [7].
Given these recent developments, a natural question to ask is what happens if one restricts the







for n = 2; 3. Taking
the radius of the circle S to zero, one obtains dimensionally reduced theories which by construction are
topological. Such dimensional reductions of Donaldson-Witten theory have been known for a long time
[8, 9] (and is briey reviewed below). As far as topological properties are concerned, the analogous
dimensional reductions of the four-dimensional dual theory should provide new Abelian topological
theories which are duals of the dimensionally reduced Donaldson-Witten theories.
The Donaldson-Witten theory in four dimensions is described by the following topological action,
including a non-Abelian SU(2) gauge potential A
























































































is the self{dual part of F
















































(the term  [; ] present in Wittens action [4] can be included by adding to eq. (1) a -exact term
[10]). Note that 
2
= 0 only up to a gauge transformation, so 
2
= 0 on the gauge invariant action S
(4)
.
This is in fact enough to ensure that the theory is topological. The theory is dened on a four manifold
M . Upon dimensionally reducing this action, we take M to be a product manifold M = Y  S
1
with
signature (++++) and assume that all elds are x
0





































































































































. The reduction to two dimensions is




























































































































































































 . This action is also topological. In fact it is the variation of




















































which is the dimensionally reduced version of the functional V
(4)
in eq. (2). In order to get a simple




























































































































































, reduced to two dimensions. From the topological point of view,
we could as well have gauge xed on the self{duality equations (gauge xing on F
 
amounts essentially






F and this changes neither the energy-momentum
tensor nor the equations of motion). These equations have been studied by Hitchin in ref. [11] which
focuses on the topological structure of the moduli space of solutions. Also Chapline and Grossman [9]
considered these equations, thereby connecting conformal eld theory to Donaldson theory.
We now turn to the main issue of this letter: the analogous dimensional reduction of the dual
theory, which is an Abelian gauge theory. The fact, that it is Abelian implies enormous simplications
2
when it comes to actual calculations compared with its non-Abelian counterpart. The theory is dened














Here A is an Abelian U(1) gauge potential, D
A

















. M is a (commuting) positive chirality spinor, satisfying 
5
M = M . As discussed
in ref. [7, 12] one can write a completely analogous topological eld theory based on these monopole




























































 M = N








= 0  = i










 which is the variation of A

under an innitesimal gauge transformation generated by . Ghost number assignments are essentially
obvious, and can in any case be found in refs. [7, 12]. Using these transformation rules one nds the






















































































where the Lagrange multipliers B and  are eliminated by their equations of motion and the bar
indicates hermitian conjugation. By taking M = Y  S
1
the dimensionally reduced action becomes:
1
































































































































are the Pauli matrices. This dimensionally reduced action was obtained in
ref. [12]. The partition function of this three dimensional theory gives a Seiberg-Witten version of the















The last condition is only necessary if we have a non{trivial solution. If not, it can be replaced by the
condition d'
0
= 0. Finally, we make a reduction to two dimensions (with Y = X  S
1
) which results










































































































































































































































































and H  H
1
. The monopole equations are inferred from the classical part of

























































































to the consistency of the monopole equations in four, three and two dimensions, the rst of the above
mentioned relations could as well have been deduced directly from the monopole equations (8) in four
dimensions. For example, consider the F
+
01












M on the r.h.s., which is the wanted relation. Similarly, the unusual-
looking condition (18) is nothing but one of the dimensionally reduced remnants of the 3-d monopole
eqs. (14) and can be derived from the F
1
part of the rst of these equations together with '
1
= 0. It
is possible to take M to be a positive chirality spinor (
1
M =M), but this is not in it self dictated by
the dimensional reduction.
Some explicit solutions to the monopole equations on R
2
have been constructed in ref. [14] and the
solutions turn out to be vortex congurations. They are singular, as are the analogous 3-d solutions





; n  4.
The vanishing theorems of Witten [5] also have an analogous formulation in two dimensions, as
noted by Thompson in ref. [16] where a brief discussion of the dimensional reduction of the monopole
equations also can be found. In fact, it follows from eq. (18), that if (A;M) is a solution of the




























) = 0 (19)
where R is the scalar curvature. If there is a metric so that R is positive on X then this would imply
that F

= 0 and M = 0 are the only solutions. On a sphere, for example, we are actually looking at
at Abelian connections.
In summary, we have found an expression for the topological action corresponding to the reduction
of the monopole equations to two dimensions. As far as topological properties are concerned, this
Abelian theory should be equivalent (dual) to the corresponding reduction of the Donaldson-Witten
theory. Therefore one could speculate whether it is possible to extract from the Abelian theory infor-
mation about the moduli space of solutions to the self{duality equations on a Riemann surface studied
by Hitchin [11]. In connection with this, we may also refer to the work of Brooks and Lue [17], where it
is shown that solutions to a twisted version of the four dimensional monopole equations are realized as a
subset of solutions to the Donaldson-Witten theory. One may wonder whether a corresponding relation
exists between the theory of Hitchin and the analogous twisting of the two dimensional monopole equa-
tions suggested here. It is intriguing to note that the two{dimensional topological theory corresponding
to the monopole equations is very similar to the two{dimensional topological Abelian{Higgs model of
Schaposnik and Thompson [18]. It is of interest to determine if they are in fact directly related. We
hope to return to these questions in a future publication.
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